
Bulletin No.: PIT5429

Date: Jun-2015

Subject: Rough Harsh Ride 

Models: 2015 Cadillac Escalade Models

2015 Chevrolet Tahoe LTZ, Suburban LTZ

2015 GMC Yukon Denali Models

With Magnetic Ride Control Suspension (RPO Z95) 

Vehicles Built Before 2/10/2015 

Attention: Installing the updated suspension components and calibration call out in this PI will NOT provide a ‘sofa-

on-wheels’ type of ride, and will NOT eliminate tire/wheel, propshaft, rear axle related inputs/disturbances; 

they are designed specifically to address the rough, harsh rough/harsh/stiff ride concern.

The following diagnosis might be helpful if the vehicle exhibits the symptom(s) described in this PI.

Condition/Concern

The new 2015 Full-Size Utilities incorporate suspension design improvements for improved handling, decreased stopping distances, reduce body roll, etc. Many 

customers are very satisfied with the ride and handling, but some owners may feel the ride is not to their satisfaction.
 

They may comment of a rough/harsh/stiff 

ride, or they may describe a vehicle vibration with a similar description. 

Typically, this condition is most noticeable between 35-55 mph on fairly smooth roads, when coming in contact with small/minor road imperfections/bumps, 

expansion joints, etc.
 

 The suspension will absorb larger bumps without complaints, but smaller/minor imperfections/bumps, which would normally be absorbed 

by the suspension, may not be absorbed as well as the owner would expect. 

Recommendation/Instructions

Evaluate the vehicle using the vibration analyzer CH-51450-A (Pico Oscilloscope), driving the vehicle in 35-55 mph range on the same section of road for each 

stage of evaluation. Pico scope will normally show this ride condition as a Tire 2 or Unknown vibration (approximately 15-19 Hz) in response to small/minor road 

imperfections/bumps.
 

 The vibration analyzer should be used twice: 1st to determine the customer concern is a rough/harsh/stiff ride and 2nd after the repairs 

to verify the cause is repaired and to identify if other inputs / disturbances are present.
 

 The Hz and Mg readings should be documented using the Z95 

rough/harsh/stiff ride / vibration chart below.

Important:  When using the vibration analyzer make sure to obtain readings after the vehicle has been driven at least 10-15 miles to warm up the tires and 

cycle the new shocks.
 

 After new shocks are installed they will need to be cycled before optimum ride is obtained, which is done during normal driving.

[During evaluation, position the Pico accelerometer sensor to capture Both vertical and horizontal planes, for tri-axis sensor, ensure correct orientation for X, Y, 

and Z axis. Place the sensor on the seat track, console (avoid wireless charging mat), steering column, etc. If additional sensors are used, place at each 

vehicle corner to help narrow area of strongest input/disturbance.]

Z95 MR Rough/Harsh/Stiff Ride / Vibration Worksheet

Road Condition Small/minor road imperfections/bumps, expansion joints, etc.

Speed Condition Occurs 35-55 MPH (55-90 KPH)
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Pico Scope Readings Before Any Repairs

Sensor Mounted Vertical or Y plane at Drivers Seat Rail: Sensor  Mounted Horizontal or Z plane at Drivers Seat Rail:

MPH/KPH:__________ Hz:__________ m/g's:__________ MPH/KPH:__________ Hz:__________ m/g's:__________

Sensor Mounted Vertical or Y plane at _____________: Sensor  Mounted Horizontal or Z plane at ___________:

MPH/KPH:__________ Hz:__________ m/g's:__________ MPH/KPH:__________ Hz:__________ m/g's:__________

Pico Scope Readings After Repairs

NOTE: Ensure vehicle is driven 10-15 miles to warm the tires and cycle the new shocks

Sensor Mounted Vertical or Y plane at Drivers Seat Rail: Sensor  Mounted Horizontal or Z plane at Drivers Seat Rail:

MPH/KPH:__________ Hz:__________ m/g's:__________ MPH/KPH:__________ Hz:__________ m/g's:__________

Sensor Mounted Vertical or Y plane at _____________: Sensor  Mounted Horizontal or Z plane at ___________:

MPH/KPH:__________ Hz:__________ m/g's:__________ MPH/KPH:__________ Hz:__________ m/g's:__________

If a rough/harsh/stiff ride has been determined to be the customer’s concern, following evaluation using the Pico scope, then replace the complete front 

suspension shock with coil spring assemblies, and rear shocks with updated parts and reprogram the Suspension Control Module (K19) with updated 

calibrations available in TIS2WEB. (The calibration may be labeled "Real Time Damping.”)
  

The updated part numbers listed below utilize various improvements 

to address the ride concern as described.

Note:  Vehicle alignment does not need to be adjusted as a result of the Z95 MR suspension component updates.

Please note that this rough/harsh/stiff ride / vibration condition can be magnified by other inputs/disturbances which may be present, such as: Tire and wheel 

assemblies with excessive road force variation (RFV), propshaft balance / runout, and/or rear axle pitchline runout related issues.
 

These updated suspension 

components will Not correct these other inputs/disturbances, which Must be addressed separately.
 

 If an issue in any of these other areas is found, it should be 

corrected Before returning the vehicle to the customer, See the latest version of PI1354 to work through other inputs/disturbances.
 

Following Z95 MR-related updates, re-evaluate the vehicle to ensure no other inputs/disturbances are present.
 

If other inputs/disturbances are present, review 

the additional diagnostic tips in this PI and correct the remaining conditions:

– Tire and Wheel Assemblies

– Propeller Shaft

– Rear Drive Axle

Additional Diagnostic Tips

-Tire and Wheel Assemblies

Ensure tire and wheel assemblies are not contributing to the issue. Keep in mind this rough ride issue will often show up as T2 in response to road input, 

(suspension reacting to road input, rather than absorbing it). If T1 is present, or any higher order, other than some T2 in direct-response to road input, 

expansion joints, etc. the tire and wheel assemblies must be investigated. There have been some cases of T2 tire issues, some high-speed RFV issues 

(primarily with the 22-inch Bridgestone tires), and some cases of tire/wheel assemblies showing acceptable RFV numbers, but with further investigation, have 

been found to have bent inboard rim flanges with hidden tire damage, visible inside when dismounted.

The GSP9700 checks tire low-speed RFV only, in the radial plane only
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The GSP9700 is set to display T1 RFV.
 

Higher order RFV, T2 & T3 can be displayed in the Assembly Data Plots Screen, as shown above.
 

Depending on the 

level of GSP9700, the screen may be under ‘Data’ or ‘Runout Plots,’ then “Rim and Load Roller Runout Plots.”

When checking tires on the GSP9700, if (radial) T2 is high or close to the (radial) T1 value, the tire should be replaced. As an example, if a tire and wheel 

assembly is measuring T1 at 10 lbs RFV, the tire would be considered good; however, if in displaying the higher orders, it is found that the tire and wheel 

assembly also has T2 at say 9 lbs RFV, the tire needs to be replaced. Refer to the latest version of PI1354 for latest procedures.

Road Force Variation (RFV) Specification to Address Ride Concerns

P-Metric Tires on Light Trucks, SUVs 15 lbs (6.8 kg) or Less

NOTE: Arrange the tires on the vehicle in the following order: lowest RFV at LF, next RF, next LR, highest RR

-Propeller Shaft

Ensure the propshaft is not contributing to the issue. If any orders of P measured with significance on the Pico in vertical or horizontal planes – inspect the 

propshaft for dents or other damage. If no damage is present, check propshaft balance and runout, refer to the latest version of PI1354 for latest procedures. 

Remember to consider and inspect the transmission output shaft bushing for irregular wear.

-Rear Drive Axle

Ensure the rear drive axle is not contributing to the issue. Pitchline runout / gear set machining, followed by setup issues have been found to be contributors to 

vibration issues; not just whine noise concerns.Gear set machining issues in these axles seem to most often show up as P1 or higher order P related; with 

some showing as T1 or higher order of T related; all depending on gear set condition.

If tire/wheel assemblies and propshaft have been ruled out / repaired, and P1, T1 or a higher order of P or T is still present in the vertical or horizontal plane – 

other than in direct-response to road input, the drive axle must be investigated

Check for pitchline runout and setup issues, refer to the latest version of PI1354 for latest procedures.

If drive axle repair is necessary, we have heard some reports that during repair, tooling chatter marks may be observed in the pinion race counterbores. This 

issue lends to the idea that the races may not be fully seated until some vehicle use is introduced into the axle. This issue would most often result in a noise 

concern, though severe loss of preload might produce a vibration. The races should be able to be fully seated during repair
   

Parts Information

Part 

Number

Description Vehicle Model Spring Code Qty

Front

Note: Verify spring code RPOs, LH and RH for vehicle from the SPID label or IVH/GWM. Some vehicles by-design will have LH / RH spring codes which fall 

into different groupings / different part numbers for each side – they must be serviced in the same manner to best address this ride concern.  For example: 

A truck with LH spring code of 6ZS, with RH spring code of 7ZR would use 23312158 for the Left side and 23312157 for the Right side.
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23312152 Spring Asm-Frt Coil (w/ 

Shock)

C157 06 6YR, 7YR, 6HD, 7HD 1 side

23312153 Spring Asm-Frt Coil (w/ 

Shock)

C157 06 6ZC, 7ZC, 6HF, 7HF 1 side

23312154 Spring Asm-Frt Coil (w/ 

Shock)

C159 06, K157 06 6ZD, 7ZD, 6H3, 7H3 1 side

23312155 Spring Asm-Frt Coil (w/ 

Shock)

C159 06, K157 06 6ZN, 7ZN, 6H4, 7H4 1 side

23312156 Spring Asm-Frt Coil (w/ 

Shock)

C159 06, K157 06 6ZP, 7ZP, 6JU, 7JU 1 side

23312157 Spring Asm-Frt Coil (w/ 

Shock)

K159 06 6ZR, 7ZR, 6XF, 7XF 1 side

23312158 Spring Asm-Frt Coil (w/ 

Shock)

K159 06 6ZS, 7ZS, 6XH, 7XH 1 side

Rear

23267007 Absorber Asm-Rr Lvlg 

Shock

ALL ALL 1 Side

Warranty Information

For vehicles repaired under warranty use:

Labor Operation Description Labor Time

8080158* Replace Both Front Coil Spring/Shocks, Replace Both Rear 

Shocks and Reprogram Suspension Control Module 

Programming   

3.5 hr**

* This is an unique labor operation for bulletin use only. This will not be published in the Labor Time Guide.  

** This includes Before and After PICO Scope Diagnosis 

Please follow this diagnostic or repair process thoroughly and complete each step.  If the condition exhibited is resolved without completing every step, the 

remaining steps do not need to be performed.

GM bulletins are intended for use by professional technicians, NOT a "do-it-yourselfer".  They are written to inform these technicians of conditions that may 

occur on some vehicles, or to provide information that could assist in the proper service of a vehicle.  Properly trained technicians have the equipment, tools, 

safety instructions, and know-how to do a job properly and safely.  If a condition is described, DO NOT assume that the bulletin applies to your vehicle, or that 

your vehicle will have that condition.  See your GM dealer for information on whether your vehicle may benefit from the information.

WE SUPPORT VOLUNTARY TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION
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